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Alternator or Generator?

these new systems need reliable electricity to function. Because of ... how a generator and alternator work. Electricity is generated by moving a conductor across a magnetic field, or vice versa. The .... a â€œdeadâ€� battery before going flying. 
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H   ANDS ON HOMEBUILDER’S HANDBOOK



This Plane Power shaft-driven alternator, on a Cessna Skycatcher, is state-of-the-art for electrical power generation.



Alternator or Generator? What’s best for your aircraft? BY RICHARD KOEHLER



PERHAPS THE MOST DRAMATIC change in homebuilts over the past 50 years has been the increased use of sophisticated avionics, and all these new systems need reliable electricity to function. Because of the unreliability issue of dry vacuum pumps, some aircraft have all critical systems for ﬂight dependent on electricity. From GPS to attitude and heading reference systems to integrated engine indicating systems, all you need a reliable source of power to work. In most cases options for the generation of that power are either an enginedriven generator or alternator, or two alternators. To understand the advantages of each it’s important to know how a generator and alternator work. Electricity is generated by moving a conductor across a magnetic ﬁeld, or vice versa. The electrical current is induced in the conductor (wire). The strength of the output is proportional to the strength of the magnetic ﬁeld, length of the conductor, and speed of the relative motion between them. On engine-driven generators and alternators, the speed of the relative movement is changed by engine-speed changes, so the only way we can control the system is by varying the strength of the magnetic ﬁeld.



of these problems are solved by use of a segmented ring (commutator) on the armature and carbon brushes that are mounted on the case but ride on the commutator. The commutator segments are connected to the armature coils of wire in just the right way to pick off only the positive pulses of the alternating current, and by using several coils, these can be blended together to provide a fairly smooth direct current output. The commutator “rectiﬁes” the alternating current to direct current and removes it from the rotating armature. Obviously, the carbon brushes are critical to this operation and require regular maintenance. So, for the generator, the variable magnetic ﬁeld is stationary, and the conductor is moved within it.



HOW A GENERATOR WORKS



An alternator is kind of an inside-out generator. The outer ﬁxed case contains the conductor windings, and the magnetic ﬁeld is rotated on the inside on the “rotor.” Again, the magnetic ﬁeld is controlled or regulated to vary the output, and that must be done through brushes and slip rings, but the rings are not segmented (they are smooth), and the current is much lower, so much smaller



HOW AN ALTERNATOR WORKS



Looking ﬁrst at the generator, the outer case contains windings for one or more electromagnets. Their magnetic ﬁelds are regulated by the amount of electricity allowed to ﬂow through them. Spinning inside the generator is one or more windings of wire (the conductor). As these coils of wire pass through the magnetic ﬁeld, electricity is generated. Unfortunately, the electricity is alternating current, and we want direct current. Also, the spinning armature cannot have a wire connected directly to it due to the rotation. Both
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brushes can be used. However, the electricity generated in the outer case (stator) is alternating current, like with the generator, so it must be converted (rectiﬁed) to direct current. Modern technology solved this problem with the invention of the diode, which is a one-way check valve for electricity. By using two of them, the output of each coil of the stator is converted to direct current, and each coil’s output is added together for a smooth output. Most alternators you might use have three “phase” windings for the conductor, so there are six diodes. For both the generator and the alternator, the output is regulated by controlling the strength of the magnetic ﬁeld. A small portion of the output is sent back to the magnetic ﬁeld via the voltage regulator, which measures the voltage of the output and then allows more or less back to excite the electromagnet. I won’t get into the details of voltage regulation here, except to note that you must match the regulator to



From GPS to attitude and heading reference systems to integrated engine indicating systems,all you need a reliable source of power to work. the generator/alternator. Some automotive alternators have the regulator built-in, but most have a separate unit. The common failure mode of electronic (transistorized) voltage regulators for alternators is to short closed, which allows the alternator to go over voltage. This could burn out most of your electrical components, so an over-voltage relay is usually added if it is not part of the voltage regulator. On cars the problem is solved with a “frangible link,” which just burns out. These are usually not considered suitable for airplanes since there is no over-voltage protection, which could result in major avionics damage, and, of course, the pilot has no control



over the alternator via the usual master switch operation. In general, generators are heavier than alternators, have a higher maintenance requirement due to commutator/brush wear, and have a higher “cut-in” rpm. This cut-in rpm is where the output exceeds the battery voltage and the generator/ alternator picks up the electrical load. Typically on generators it is between 1000 and 1500 rpm, whereas on an alternator it is usually less than 800 rpm. For this reason, a typical generator does not work while taxiing; an alternator will carry most of the load, so when you take off, the battery is mostly recharged.
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For these and other lesser reasons, most homebuilders opt for an alternator installation. However, because so many have switched to alternators, good used generators can be picked up for $100 or less. In making your choice, you may want to consider that cars have come equipped with alternators for many years for a reason. Alternators may be lighter, cheaper to maintain, and more reliable, but you have to be careful if you have a dead battery. A generator can bootstrap itself into operation because of the residual magnetism in the ﬁeld, so you could theoretically hand prop a generatorequipped aircraft with a dead battery, and the generator would come on-line and recharge the battery. But, if you try the same thing with an alternator-equipped plane, the alternator will usually generate large voltage spikes because it is not buffered by the battery. These spikes can burn out all turned-on electrical components. I had a friend with a Super Cub do it twice, destroying the nav/comm, transponder, and GPS both times. If you have to jump-start an alternator-equipped plane, hook up the power source for at least 10 minutes to put some charge into the “dead” battery before starting and trying to turn on the alternator. Further, never operate an alternator without a battery with some charge on it installed in the plane. Best practice in the case of either a generator- or alternatorequipped plane is to recharge a “dead” battery before going ﬂying.



Can you use an automotive alternator on your plane? The answer is a qualiﬁed yes. Usually an automotive alternator turns the opposite direction on your car than on your plane. Electrically, the unit doesn’t care, but there is usually a cooling fan on a car, and it will be turning the wrong direction on your plane. Turning the fan over does not solve the problem. Usually, we just remove it and use a blast tube that gathers air from the prop. One other problem occurs with automotive alternators. The recent trend is to build in the voltage regulator, which is not good for an aircraft application. We



need to control the alternator through the master switch for safety reasons. While I have seen clever designs to gain access to the voltage regulator inside new alternators, it is usually easier to just get an alternator that has a separate voltage regulator. Also, make sure the voltage regulator is the correct one for your alternator. There are different ways to control an alternator, so be sure the voltage regulator and over-voltage relay are matched to your alternator. Lastly, you may want to consider a dual alternator system for an aircraft that ﬂies in instrument conditions and has no vacuum system backup. On Lycomings there are options for dual drive pulleys at the front of the engine, and on all engines there are small alternator options that can work in an unused vacuum pump drive on the accessory case. You, as the builder, can decide which options are right for your plane and its intended use. Richard Koehler, EAA 161427, has been an EAA member since 1980. He is an active airframe and powerplant mechanic with inspection authorization, a commercial pilot with instrument and multiengine ratings, and a technical counselor and ﬂight advisor.
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A cooling shroud and blast tube installed around the alternator provide cooling air for the unit.
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81134A Pulse Generator .fr 

Agilent 81133A/81134A Pulse Generator Programming Guide, January 2005 ... without notice, in future editions. ..... On the user interface, either specify the LAN address orâ€”if a DHCP ...... panel, or by adding :POS or :NEG to the command.
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LOOK-AHEAD CARRY GENERATOR 

INPUT CURRENT OF 100nA AT 18V AND 25Â°C. FOR HCC DEVICE .100% TESTED FOR QUIESCENT CURRENT .MEETS ALL REQUIREMENTS OF JEDEC ...
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Toy Parser Generator - CDSoft 

Dec 29, 2013 - 28. 7 Parser. 29. 7.1 Declaration . .... 7.1 Rule declaration . ... WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FIT-.
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Arbitrary Waveform Generator 

Publication Number 33220-90012 (order as 33220-90100 manual set) .... generator to Agilent Technologies for servicing, or for servicing it ...... Closed-Case Electronic Calibration The instrument features closed-case .... Agilent 8120-1840.
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Micro-vortex Generator - NASA 

Small, trapezoid-shaped, fin-like devices placed on the flaps of ... Enlarged area shows Micro VGs installed on the flap of a Piper Malibu Meridian. Micro-Vortex.
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Impulse Gravity Generator - Superconductors.org 

the electrodes can vary from 0.15 to 0.40 m in order to find the optimum length for each ... The scheme allows to charge the capacitors up to the needed voltage ... were used for both layers of the ceramic disk, the amount is given in weight percent:
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Is Your Aircraft Alternator Really Airworthy? 

Professor of Aviation Technology. Hangar 1. Purdue University Airport. West Lafayette, IN 47906 frequency problems related to brush failure. The solution is an ...
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Pseudo Random Sequence Generator 

Page 1. 4011. 4011. 4011. 4011. 4011. 4011. 4011. 4011. 4011. 4011. 4011. 4011. 4011. 4011. 4011. 4011. 4070. 4070. 4070. 4070. 4070. 4070. 4070. 4015.
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LOOK-AHEAD CARRY GENERATOR 

typical temperature coefficient for all VDD values is 0.3%/Â°C, all input rise and fall ... 2.54. 0.100 e3. 17.78. 0.700. F. 7.1. 0.280. I. 5.1. 0.201. L. 3.3. 0.130. Z. 1.27.
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Impulse Gravity Generator - Superconductors.org 

(c) The gravitational zero modes and the polarization of the gravitational vac- ...... A new type of terahertz radiation was discovered by Japanese scientists by ...
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Daemon Name Generator 

water blast cut foam green. 15 adore plague slake squeeze whine ash beast chaos crab drool. 16 fiend gnash grasp hack lick nibble pierce reap scab spite. 17.
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INDUSTRIAL TIME-BASE GENERATOR 

MAX. MIN. TYP. MAX. A. 1.75. 0.068 a1. 0.1. 0.2. 0.004. 0.007 a2. 1.65. 0.064 b. 0.35. 0.46. 0.013. 0.018 b1. 0.19. 0.25. 0.007. 0.010. C. 0.5. 0.019 c1. 45Â° (typ.).
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INDUSTRIAL TIME-BASE GENERATOR 

CEPTS SLOW INPUT RISE TIMES .MONOSTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR POSITIVE. OR NEGATIVE EDGE TRIGGERED. ORDER CODES : HCC4566 BF. HCF4566 ...
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PG 506 CALIBRATION GENERATOR 

specified) between the 10% and 90% amplitude levels on becomes greater. ...... TRW ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, IRC FIXED. RESISTORS ...... Sp z.osk. ~. :fV. +. 180. ~OO~. Â° crta~r. ' U~F70 soo. +. 7. ~ yn71o. R47s. 3.31. 7410. R44S. 2. 7.
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PG 506 CALIBRATION GENERATOR 

TRW ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, IRC FIXED. RESISTORS, PHILADELPHIA ...... RES.,FXD,FILM :9 .53K OHM,1%,0 .125yy. 91637. MFF1816G95300F. R420.
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Toy Parser Generator - CDSoft 

Dec 29, 2013 - TPG (Toy Parser Generator) is a Python1 parser generator. It is aimed at ..... x = my_parser.parse('Bar', test) # Uses the Bar symbol print x tpg ...
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Micro-vortex Generator - NASA 

Researchers at NASA Langley Research Center developed Micro VGs to ... performance enhancement. For more information, call the NASA Langley Office.
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The Bit-Search Generator 

(conception and implementation-wise) linked with some interesting ... quence is taken if the current bit of the first sequence equals 1, otherwise it is discarded.
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BURY Compatibility List generator .fr 

Phonebook and call lists only from phone (with installed 3rd Edition Applet for Nokia mobiles) ..... 141 Sony Ericsson J105i Naite HF ... 151 Sony Ericsson K810i.
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The Marinov Generator - OverUnity Research 

The late Stephan Marinov experimented with a form of electric motor that he ... slip-ring is driven mechanically and a DC voltage occurs across the brushes. .... induction is not recognized by classical electromagnetic theory, and offers new ...
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ELECTRIC GENERATOR Maxa 4000 - Powermate 

17 nov. 2007 - Transportation charges to consumer for repaired products. ... La charge totale doit par ... los valores nominales de la placa de identificaciÃ³n.
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Frequency Generator - Lyme Disease Resource 

Introduction. If you are like most people who have chronic Lyme disease, the relief of being ..... myalgias (muscle pain), and exacerbations of cutaneous lesions. The reaction .... There are many similar letters in the records; Rife was a popular, fa
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DS3231 or DS3232 OR ISL1220 OR PCF8563 REAL TIME ... - vk3pe 

Mar 25, 2011 - DS3231 or DS3232 OR ISL1220 OR PCF8563 REAL TIME CLOCK FOR Trxavr / TftA. 5V. SCL. SDA. 12345. P5. 5 WAY SOCKET STRIP 0.1".
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